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Executive Summary 

Studying the bachelor degree in information systems major teaches a lot in how to 

find different solutions for real life problems. and having reach my senior year, I am 

expecting to expand my knowledge by experience the process of finding a solutions for a 

real life software problems based on information, knowledge, and skills I've built through 

my college education. 

' 

This proposal talking about the importance and the benefits of having an organized life, 

and how could it be organized by using a useful and effective personal organizer. For my 

senior project, I chose to create a personal organizer software solution, that helps a person 

organizes his every day activities which leads to an organized life style. A proposal for 

this idea was presented to Dr.Azza Abou-Zeid (the advisor for the senior students) last 

semester in Phase 1, and was approved from the advisor. Many people showed an interest 

in having such an organizer. This system was suggested by Mr.Ghazzy Hattab the 

manager for AlMorooj Software Solutions Company. He said that one of his plans is to 

create software that helps the family in organizing its documents, information, and 

activities specially the financial activities. 

The challenge of this project is to identify the most useful and efficient solution that will 

allow the users to improve their life style by organizing their every day activities. This 

includes identifying needed areas to include in the system, as will as developing user 

friendly, easy to use software. 

The first semester was spent in analyzing the problem, scope description, reaching the 

objectives, and explaining the methodology. Moreover, literature review was done to 

recognize the different kind of existing personal organizer software. With all the 

challenge and effort spent in senior project phase-2, it was realized that some of the 

objectives initially decided in the first semester could not be met in the second semester 

due to some limitations, �ime, and lake of knowledge about Oracle Software. 
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To document all the possible details of the work progress, this report was outlined to the 

following chapters: Chapter 1 is an introduction chapter to briefly summarized the 

contents of the report and give the reader a general ides about the subject. Chapter 2 

includes all the literature review material collected in completion of the required 

literature research. Chapter 3 is a detailed report documenting all the procedures and the 

result of developing the Personal Organizer Software. Finally Chapter 4 concludes the 

content of the report in summary of the project tasks. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Chapter One 

Introduction 

Due to the fast rhythm of our life now, it became hard for the person to organize the 

important parts and activities of his/her life. These parts include family, personal, and 

business information. Also long term and everyday activities that happen fast where 

the person could forget about it or lose it, if it is not being recorded or stored. 

To be an effective and valuable person, there is a big demand to have an organized 

life style which makes the individual focuses on works and issues that are more urgent 

than being busy in doing other activities and searching for not organized important 

information. 

This report is continuation of the senior project that started last semester (Phase-1 ). It

is documentation for the work done to implement this project; it focuses on the 

implementation processes, tools, procedures, and other related areas needed to be 

covered in this report. The project was about creating a system that allow the person 

to order, monitor, control, and organize the every-day activities, personal, financial, 

and family information. 

This report is here to point out the continuation objectives behind this research, its 

methodology and procedure, the knowledge gained from studying the literature, and 

the final solution of this project. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Any person has a lot of responsibilities toward his/her family, business, �tudy, 

hobbies, different activities and appointments. So, he/she needs these responsibilities 

and activities to be organized in a way where every task gets its share of priority and 



work to be done on time. And these jobs or responsibilities will get more complicated, 

forgotten, late, or not done in a proper way if it is not organized well. 

Almost every house facing disorganizing problems, like having a contact notebook 

somewhere in the house or office that could be misplaced or lost, or having notes all 

over the office desk, fridge, telephone table. Having a reminder for an event or 

appointment somewhere a person can't find out the time for it. Or having a lot of 

information, notes, documents, confidential papers, contracts, bills and payments 

distributed around the house or the office, that need to be organized. 

The first thing this research started on is to search for solutions for similar problems. 

The market has been searched by going to libraries and tech stores which provide 

software solutions and CDs. And a lot of researches have been done through the 

internet. The research found much software has similar idea to ours. But the aim is to 

develop a software that integrate different ideas from different solutions to have a 

powerful and complete solution that serve different kind of users needs and demands. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

Part of the objectives have been set and achieved in Phase-1 last semester, which are: 

• Write the Project's problem statement and objectives

A proposal that contain the project introduction, problem statement, and the 

objectives of the research have been written last semester to clarify the project's 

problem and the goal that is expected to be achieved at the end of the development. 

• Study Literature

A study of the literature has been done on different personal organizer software, to 

gain knowledge about the problem and its importance. Also, to know the best tools to 

be used in the implementation, and the requirements needed to be included in it. 

• Identify Business requirements by interviewing the owner and detect the user's

needs from their feedback. This was a major step which has been done in the first part 
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• Preliminary interfaces design

After the requirements and the scope been illustrated, it was appropriate to design 

some prototypes or preliminary screens to get a fast feedback from the system users 

and owner. And that was the last step that has been accomplished in the last part 

(Phase-I). 

As a continuation for Phase-I, it is now appropriate to set the objectives that are going 

to be achieved during the implementation of the solution which will be fulfilled this 

semester. The purpose of this section is to establish the plan "criteria" against which 

any accomplishments in the current project will be measured to identify any 

constraints that may limit flexibility in achieving those objectives. The criteria of 

success will be measured in terms of these objectives. 

• Design the system

System modelling is an important step, which will clarify the important elements 

needed to be included or pointed out before getting into the implementation of the 

system. Such as, the processes, data flow, the decomposition of the system, and 

database and relation specification. 

Design initial screens, ER diagram, data dictionary, entity relationship, and interfaces 

or forms; have been done this semester in order to model the system functions. 

• Oracle Training

In order to implement the system, one of the objectives was to go through Oracle 

training that was needed. The software developer was willing and raring to go to 

AlMorooj Software Solution Company to augment and become skilled at Oracle with 

the help of Oracle Programmer. 

• Implement the system

According to the chosen solution, start to implement the designed entity relationship, 

tables, interfaces and creating the database. In this step, the solution will be achieved. 
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• Develop user friendly software that attracts the individual and make him/her 

comfortable in using the system. This point is important because the user has to 

interact with the system almost everyday. 

1.4 Research Scope 

The system was expected to allow the user to order and organize the tasks, activities, 

appointments, and other information. Monitor their progress and set remainder too. 

Also, allow the user to attach documents including the official and personal 

documents. The user can also attach pictures and show them easily. There is also a big 

part for the user financial state and information. The system will give the user many 

other feature� such as print reports, set remainder, calendar and calculator, dictionary, 

help, and search the system. 

The scope of the system which is going to be implemented this semester was shown 

clearly in the system requirements part in Phase-1. The owner requested that the 

system should include the following areas. He provided it in Arabic and it has been 

translated, categorized, and decomposed as follows: 

• Personal Organizer

o Task Manager

o Appointments

o Daily Activities

o Contacts

• Budget Planner

• Family Information

o Family Members Information

o Official Documents

o Certificates

o Languages

o Special Occasions

• Personal Information

o Cash Flow

• Bank Accounts

• Estimated Incomes

• Deserved payments
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Payable Notes

Receivable Notes

• Record Cash Voucher

o Assets Information

o Contracts

• Library

o Information Guide

o Dictionary

o Books and References Index

o Family Albums

o Websites and Links

o Calculator

• User Security Control

o Users

o Programs

o User Privileges

• Search the System

• System Common Files

o Countries

o Cities

o Specializations

o Jobs Title

o Official Document Types

o Certificates

o Languages

o Relationships

o Social States

o Week Days

o Special Occasions

o Expense Types

o Income Types

o Banks

o Bank Account Types
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• Choosing the most suitable project which has more demand from the users and

the owner. 

• Identify a Research Methodology System Development Life Cycle "SDLC"

methodology was followed, starting with System initiation, Problem Analysis, 

Requirement Analysis, System Design, and finally, System Implementation. These 

Phases contain several smaller tasks which may overlap. For this methodology to be 

well implemented, literature review was visited during different development phases 

to obtain more information about the studied phase. Unstructured interviews and 

taking user feedback, take place in the project procedure. 

The first three steps have been done in Phase-1, where the fourth step was 

accomplished until the system design step. All the project methodology will be clarify 

next to show in detail what have been achieved in Phase-1 and what will be 

accomplished in Phase 2. 

1.5.2 Project Methodology 

Since the main goal of the project is to develop a system, and such a project require 

certain methodology to be followed in order to reach the required solution , System 

Development Life Cycle "SDLC" methodology has been followed. 

1.5.2.1 Scope Definition Phase 

The scope of the project has been set last semester, and no changes happened to the 

scope in Phase-2. The following steps were done to get to the project scope. 

• Identify Baseline problems and opportunities - The project scope was

developing a "Personal Organizer Software" that organizes personal jobs, tasks, 

information, contacts, and appointments. As more investigation has been done, the 

scope was increased due to the available similar software and the individual's needs. 

Found that it will be more effective and unique idea if it included also the financial 

side for the user. So. the main goal is to develop software that enable the individual to 
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store and orgamze his personal information and set reminder too. The software 

includes applications that help to organize and monitor the financial state too. 

• Develop Baseline Schedule -This project is done for a one-year course, thus, work

is divided into two semesters. The deliverable of the first semester was the project 

problem statement, preliminary description and comparison for several popular 

similar solutions, literature review, description of the implementation tools, and the 

preliminary wok that has been done last semester. The deliverable of the second 

semester 1s implemented personal orgamzer software with the technical 

documentation and the description of the development details. Scheduling the 
' 

activities should be done to finish on a giving time. 

1.5.2.2 Problem Analysis Phase 

The analysis phase was done last semester. It was a major and important step that had 

to be done in order to get to the system requirements which is a vital element in the 

project development. The analysis was described in detail in Phase-I, which went 

through the following areas: 

• Understand the problem domain by studying Literature -- Relevant web pages,

software, CD's about personal organizer software, have been searched, compared and 

summarized. Reading about other researches, methodologies, and best practices in 

relevant topics also have been covered in order to have a good background about the 

area the project will be built on. 

• Analyze and Understand the available solutions - A major part of the project is

to understand the available software solutions and identify the problems, the missing 

parts and opportunities to improve, in order to develop a solution that solves business 

problems rather than introducing new problems to the work place. And this part has 

been mentioned in the "Literature Review" chapter 2 in Phase-I. 
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• Establish System Improvement Objectives - After understanding and

analyzing the available solutions, setting and defining the new system's 

objectives has been done, to measure the improvements of the project. 

1.5.2.3 Requirements Analysis and Logical Design Phase 

As mentioned previously, the problem analysis phase is important which will simplify 

the requirements analysis step. Part of the requirement analysis has been done in 

Phase-1, and the other part done this semester in Phase-2 

• Requirement Analysis for the New software - Requirements Analysis phase 

developed the specifications for the new software based on the outcomes of 

interviewing the owner and the users and analyzing their requirements for the new 

software solution and their expectations. 

The fact finding techniques, the requirements, and the preliminary forms has been 

defined in Phase 1, in the preliminary result - chapter three-

• Logical Data Modeling (ER-diagrams) - Modeling Entity Relationship Diagrams

are important for database development since creating tables for a system requires 

identifying the relationships between all tables. ER-Diagrams models "data stores" 

where information will be stored. These stores have to be well designed for efficient 

retrieval. The ER-diagram done this semester before start creating the system tables 

and database, and this diagram shown in detailed in chapter 3. 

1.5.2.4 Decision Analysis Phase 

After modeling the new system, searching for a software solution that can solve the 

system's problems and implement the system's suggested improvements will take 

place. Several steps have to take place for the decision to be appropriate. 

• Identify Candidate Solutions

• Analyze Candidate Solutions

• Compare Candidate Solutions
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• Adobe Photoshop to design the logo, the background, and the buttons.

• Icon edit, Icon Editor, and Icon Maker to create the icons.

More detailed description about how to dump the database in a CD in order to install 

it in the user's PC, was mentioned in Pase-1 report. 

Later chapters of this report include more detailed methodology that was followed for 

each of the specific project tasks. 

1.6 Report Outline 

This report is divided into four chapters. Chapter 1 is the Introduction chapter, which 

briefly summarizes the contents of the report and gives the reader a general idea about 

the project's subject. Chapter 2 includes all the Literature Review material collected 

in completion of the academic research part of the project. Chapter 3 is a detailed 

report that describes the procedures and the result of developing the Personal 

Organizer Software. Finally Chapter 4 is the conclusions of the whole project and 

recommendations. 
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Chapter Two 

Background & Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This part is a documentation of different areas of information that was investigated 

through the project development. The information that has been collected included 

aspects that can be used to develop the final system. The literature that has been 
I 

collected and investigated in Phase-1 covered those parts which are relevant to the 

project: 

• Descriptions of other similar software

• Analysis of the Strengthens and Weaknesses of those software

• Good Features of those software that can be implemented in the proposed system.

• Literature Review of the Construction Tools that will be used in the

implementation phase.

This semester's literature will mention the good features in those systems that have 

been implemented to achieve the complete solution. 

2.2 Review of Related Systems: 

Some software that has similar descriptions and features to the proposed system has 

been studied in Phase-1. Although, four of those software have been reviewed this 

semester in order to use some of their features and ideas in the proposed system. The 

detailed description will be mention next for each software and where it has been used 

in the proposed system. 

2.2.1 VIP Organizer 

This software helps .the individual to assign different tasks and name them , assign 

task duration, start and finish date and time, how much (percent) from the task is 

completed and assign priority for each task. It also allows the user to add notes. 
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By criticizing this software, it has been found that it will be so useful as a reference 

for some interface design ideas because it has a nice user friendly interface. Also, the 

way the user could assign tasks is very easy and the icons are so clear and have a nice 

graphics. The proposed system has a program called "Task Manager", which looks so 

much like this one (Figure 2.1) and (Figure 2.2). 

Although, this software's main function is only to order the user's tasks and organize 

it. It does not provide more feature. Like a place where a user could store his/her 

contacts information, or special documents, or knowledge. Yet, it is so useful only for 

the ask Manager Program in the proposed system. 

2.2.2 Budget Planner 

The next software that has been studied is called "Budget Planner". This is powerful 

software. It organizes the user's financial state and allows him/her to monitor and 

control the income, the expenses, and the budget balance. Moreover, one of the main 

functions or programs in the proposed system is a program called "Budget Planner", 

where it has almost the same main features and design as this software. 

A detailed description of this software was declared last semester in Phase-I. This 

report will only mention the features used in the implementation of our system. 

(Figure 2.3) and (Figure 2.4) shows the elements and the categories covered by this 

software. How to add a new item in the income items and the same could be done in 

the expense item. It allows the user to name the item and choose its type then assign 

its value and frequency. Also, the software provides a small bar chart in the top right 

which shows the incomes and expenses amount, and the budget balance. This system 

trigger an alert if the user's expenses expand the budget balance. 
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The proposed system has included a· big part similar to this software, which also 

called "Budget Planner". It allows the user to create an easy to use household 

budgeting plan and recover. The system has multiple budget plans open (great for 
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extended families). The user can add the items and the system will do all the 

calculations. 

This system does not allow the user to record and store any other information but only 

the financial state information, which it considers to be not complete personal 

organizer software that allow the user to organize his/her all personal information like 

personal contact, or confidential documents, ... ets.

2.2.3 Info Angel 

The third software is "Info Angel". This software has a very friendly user interface 

that anyone can use it without any complications. Which allow the user communicate 

more effectively with it. It considered one of the powerful existing personal organizer 

software. A detail description of its functions and features was declared in Phase-1. 

Here, only the features or parts that have been used in the proposed system will be 

clarified with its place. 

This software allows the user to create a folder and name it for example: Business. 

And under this folder the user can add sub folders. There are three kinds of subfolders: 

I. Bookmark - for example: money, projects, or Wall Street Journal are a website's

types. This subfolder allow the user to store a website name under it, and if the user

connected to the internet the web page will be displayed immediately on the centre

of this page (Figure 2.5) is an example of yahoo website.

II. Notes - this subfolder allow the user to communicate with it as Microsoft Word.

Where the user can write anything and even add pictures. (Figure 2.6) is an example

of note called Birthday cake from the Recipe Book main folder.
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user can sort the Task list in a way that is most meaningful to him/her - by priority, 

category, alphabet, or due date. 
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Figure 2.9: The user can write notes about the tasks and set sound alarm 

X 

Figure 2.10: custom categories 

From analysing those personal organizer software in Phase-1 and Phase-2, it has been 

found that there are a need for a software that combine the previous personal 

organizer's features, which will facilitate the organizing process for the user and 

makes all his/her information combined and related to each other in one software. 

This is a summery of the features that found to be useful from the previous software 

which have been used in implementing the proposed system: 

• User friendly -easy to interact with- interface.
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• Each Task can have its due date, reminder (with alarm), priority, and category in the

Task Manager program.

• Each task could be marked as complete.

• A form where the user could store websites in it and display it, which is in the

Library program.

• Contact form where the user could enter any contact information with picture.

• Create an easy to use household budgeting plan and recover, which is the Budget

Planner program.

All these features and programs were combined with the other parts that are required 

from the owner in the proposed Personal Organizer Software. This will distinguish it 

from the other existing personal organizer software. More screen shots for the 

explored software are displayed in Appendix A. 

2.3 system Construction tools: 

Many tools have been used in implementing the system, some of them used for the 

real system implementation, some to help to get to the implementation step, and some 

to design the system logo and layout. Some of those tools were mentioned in detail in 

Phase-1, which are: 

• Microsoft Visio to create user interface prototypes for user verification, and to

create the ER diagram.

• SQL plus to construct the system functions

• Oracle DBMS to build, implement. and manage system's database.

• Oracle form builder and Oracle report builder to build system's interfaces and

output reports.

And while implementing the system, some new tools needed to be used, which are: 

• Adobe Photoshop to design the logo, the background, and the buttons.

• Icon edit, Icon Editor. and Icon Maker to create the icons.
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In implementing this system the most useful software that can be used are ORACLE 

and Microsoft ACCESS to create a database. Based on the owner's demand, in 

implementing the system, SQL *plus and Oracle form developer will be used to build 

the tables, relations, forms, and to insert the data required in implementing the system. 

A detailed description of what is Oracle and its applications and development tools, 

were mentioned in Phase-I last semester. Also a description of Oracle features and a 

comparison between Oracle and other programs were defined in detailed in Phase-1. 

Since all the information needed to be declared about Oracle have been mentioned in 

Phase-1, only a brief description of where those tools and features used in the 
I 

proposed system will be clarify next. 

2.3.1 An Introduction to ORA CLE: 

The Oracle Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) is an industry 

leading database system designed for mission critical data storage and retrieval. The 

RDBMS is responsible for accurately storing data and efficiently retrieving that data 

in response to user queries. 

As mentioned in Phase-I, the Oracle Corporation also supplies interface tools to 

access data stored in an Oracle database. Two of these tools are known as SQL *Plus, 

a command line interface, and Developer, a collection of forms, reports and graphics 

interfaces. 

2.3.2 Oracle Application Development Tools 

The Oracle products set include the following tools and utilities: 

• SQL *Plus - A command line tool used to manipulate tables and other

Database objects in an Oracle database. This tool will be used in our system to 

create the database tables, attribute, relations, users, roles, and sequences. It 

could be used also to insert data. 
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• Developer/2000 and Developer A suite of application development tools including

Fonns, Reports and Graphics. 

o Oracle*Forms - A screen based tool used to develop data entry forms and menus

that access tables in an Oracle database. After creating the tables in SQL *Plus, 

Oracle form will help to design the system's forms and input and output interfaces. 

This is a very important tool, where the entire user interfaces of the system 

created by using this tool. Those interfaces include login form, menus, and the 

programs' forms where the user can record input, and generate output. 

o Oracle*Reports - A screen based tool used to develop reports that access tables

in an Or cle database. By using this tool in implementing the system, the user will be 

able to print a report about any form in the system. In the proposed system, the user 

can print a report in the Budget Planner, Task manager, and Appointments programs. 

o Oracle*Graphics - A graphical tool used to develop charts and reports that access

tables in an Oracle database. This tool will help in making the Budget Balance Chart 

in the Budget Planner program. 

Comparisons between two construction software that are most useful in implementing 

this system were shown in Phase-1 of this project. These two software were Oracle 

and Access. Beside what the comparison showed, Oracle was required to be used in 

implementing the system from the owner himself. 

Also a detail description of SQL and PL/SQL languages, were mentioned in Phase-I. 

These two languages were used in many places while implementing the system which 

will be shown in detail later in chapter-3. Since they faced us a lot in the 

implementation, this summery is here to refresh our memory. [ 4] 

2.4 An Introduction to SOL and PLISQL 

SQL and PL/SQL are two languages that have been used in the operation and usage of 

an Oracle database. 

2.4.1 SQL 

Structured Query Language is the functional programmmg language the Oracle 

DBMS understands and translates into operation from extracting data from Oracle 
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database according to user requests. It is the language used to access a relational 

database. It is flexible, efficient, with features designed to manipulate and examine 

relational data. 

There are four basic subsets of commands in SQL for performing operation in the 

Oracle databas�. They are: 

• DDL operations: data definition language, which consists of commands used for

creating, altering, or removing objects; tables, users, synonyms, etc. from the Oracle 

Database. Foi;·example: (CREATE TABLE 'USERS' ... ). Which just creates a table 

called "users". 

• DML operations: data manipulation language; commands used for creating,

redefining, or removing data from objects like tables in the Oracle database. A user 

can select, update, or delete data in a table with data manipulation commands. 

• DCL operations: data control language; these are special commands for data 

access, control, and management in the Oracle database. 

• Queries: commands used for retrieving data from the Oracle database.

2.4.2 PL/SQL 

Stands for Procedural Language/Structured Query Language. PL/SQL is SQL's 

programmatic extension; it enables the programmer to program SQL statements. A 

code block consists of the following sections: 

• Declare: to declare all variables needed in the block, whether local or global

• Begin: beginning of code processing.

• Exception: instructions to direct the program of what to do when some exceptions

occur like no data has been found or when no data match. 

• End: ending of the code.

A literature review has been done on different other related software. Then the system 

construction tools that used in implementing the system. 

Before starting with the implementation chapter, some guidelines must be clarified to 

take in consideration while doing the implementation to have a successful project.[5] 
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2.5 Guidelines to consider in Implementation 

Here are some of the guidelines that if followed can lead to successful project 

implementation. 

2.5.1 Determine the Key Environmental changes 

Take a good look at the picture, the context in which the project is being executed. ls 

the deliverable time critical? What are the risks associated with this project? What is 

the market context in which the project executes? ls there any anticipated change in 

the external environment by the time the project will be completed? Will the changes 

around the project in the environment affect the output positively? How does the 

project output improve or ease customer? What are the precise and implied prospects 

of the customer from the product or the service? All these questions were taken in 

consideration at the beginning of the project development. Answers of some of these 

questions were defined while studying literature and define the project time table. [7] 

2.5.2 Access the target audience 

Who will benefit from the project that will create the project? Who needs the 

enhanced features that is planned to add to the project? ls the project output to be 

consumed or used by the person requesting for the project? Or does he/she have an 

end user in mind? Get a clear picture of the scenarios in which the project out put will 

be used. As mentioned in Phase-1 last semester, that the user of the proposed system 

could be male or female, an individual who has a lot of responsibilities toward his/her 

business, family or social life. Where in any case this user will need to organize 

important information like: projects and tasks, daily activities, contact infonnation, 

appointments, budget and financial information, confidential papers, pictures, 

certificates, and other information. The user who buys this system will consider as the 

administrator. He/she can assign users with access ID and passwords and 

authorizations. So the other possible users of this system could be the secretary, any 

family member like son or daughter, or wife... knowing the system users, will 
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simplify the collection of the requirements. And gives better understanding of how the 

user will interact with the system and how the interfaces should look like. [7] 

2.5.3 Form key Partnerships 

Project Management definition: "The exercise of responsibility and decision-making 

about a project, the authority to execute within the boundaries of the project, and the 

accountability to deliver the results of a project in the context of agreed-upon 

customer expectations, commitments and constraints." Mark Mullaly, president of 

Inter think, Consulting Incorporated. 

Sometimes the manager of the project is not given the authority to take decisions; he 

is asked to consult his boss for approval. At other times, his role and accountability 

boundaries are not well defined. In such cases, there should be a good buy-in from all 

those connected with the project. These are the key partnerships: customer-project 

lead, customer company-company executing the project, project lead-team members, 

project lead- peer groups, and project team support team. [8] 

People who need to interact with each other, when and even maybe the format of the 

reports that need to be exchanged should be defined up front so that progress is 

tracked, risks mitigated, issues handled in a timely manner. Very often it is this lack 

of well-defined communication channels that irritates and confuses the customer, 

team members and the project lead as the project progresses. 

Laurian Drive says that there always should be communication with people as far in 

advance as possible. There is always a potential point of friction between the project 

team and the infrastructure staff when implementation details are not communicated 

to them or they are communicated too late. For instance, a project team may be ready 

to implement a client-server application, and then they realize they need the 

workstation support group to install the application on the desktop. Of course, if the 

workstation support group is not prepared and communicated with ahead of time, they 

will not be happy. 

2.5.4 Set measurable goals 

Goals should be defined in quantitative tenns. The metrics that will measure how 

much of the goal is achieved should be defined at the start of the project. Re-look at 
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these just after the design phase of the project. It is a good practice to define a set of 

goals for delight and a separate set of goals for satisfying the customer. Obligatory 

and optional goals with priority also help the project team concentrate and focus on 

the essentials. 

At the beginning of this project last semester, the goal or the scope has been defined 

based on the owner requirements. The expected result was bigger than being 

implemented by one developer. But the system owner agreed if the limitation of time 

force the developer to stop in a specific phase. And what been achieved until the end 

of the semester present to the college. Then what left from the system will be 

completed after that. 

2.5.5 Set Tools 

Often tools help the project get completed faster, with better quality. Some tools have 

a cost associated with their usage: cost of software notwithstanding, there may be an 

existence of training costs, learning curve, costs of mistakes while using the tool 

wrongly etc. All these need to be taken into consideration when deciding the tools that 

will be used in the project. 

2.5.6 Implement program 

Successful Project Manager must simultaneously manage the four basic elements of a 

project: resources ( equipment, manpower), time and schedule, money and costs, and 

project scope. 

2.5. 7 Monitor metrics 

Periodically keep track of the project progress. manage the risks. Also remember to 

manage the explicit and implicit expectations of the customer. Measure the metrics. 

Evaluate whether the project is meeting the goals. What does the customer say? Be 

ready to listen and adapt the processes and project methodologies to satisfy and 

delight customer. 
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2.5.8 Plan Early 

One of the key best practices for the project life cycle is to plan early. In fact, if the 

implementation were large enough, start by creating an Implementation Strategy in 

the Analysis Phase. This document should describe the overall approach to 

implementation, the scope, assumptions, risks, etc. Some fundamental decisions can 

be made here in terms of how the implementation will take place. For instance, see 

whether the tests will be running in parallel during implementation, whether the 

system will be down during implementation, etc. [7] 

After this, irilplementation can be though of in the Design Phase. A lower level 

Implementation Plan will be available. If there is already an initial strategy document, 

the Implementation Plan will simply fill in many of the details. If the strategy 

document is not created, there will be a need to mentally start at the higher level to 

understand what accomplishment is needed, and then quickly jump into the planning 

details. Laurian Drive says that the Implementation Plan is used to lay out the overall 

timeframe for implementation, who will be doing the work, what organizations are 

involved, the estimated effort and duration, etc. If the implementation involves new 

processes, then there will be a need to account for how to train the users, who will do 

it, etc. If the implementation needs to occur in multiple locations the overall sequence 

should be described. It is important to note that the Implementation Plan provides 

detailed information that can be shared with the stakeholders and project team. 

However, it is not to the level of the actual work plan. 

2.5.9 Build the Implementation Work plan 

An Implementation Strategy has been completed during Analysis and an 

Implementation Plan during Design. However, still the work plan activities for 

deployment have to be built. This should be done during the Construct or Test Phases. 

So the remaining work is to actually define the activities, dependencies, timing, 

responsible person, etc. When actually Implementation Phase is hit, a work plan ready 

will be already ready, and the project manger can be reasonably sure that it will 

accomplish what is needed since he has validated a high-level and low-level plan 

already. 
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2.6 : Summary: 

In this literature review, researches about software that were needed as guidelines in 

order to help in designing the prototype and get user feed back, e.g.: VIP Organizer

and Budget Planner were reviewed to design the Task Manager and the Budget

Planner in the developed system. This literature review was necessary before the 

project implementation starts. Moreover, other topics such as Guidelines to consider 

in Implementation, e.g.: how to Set measurable goals and how to Set Tools, were 

pointed put to help in leading this project to the desired goal in the right way. 

This literature review is a completion to the literature review conducted in phase-1 

last semester. But this review focuses more at the topics that help in implementing 

the system. 

ext chapter is a detailed description about the developed system. It describes all the 

steps that this project went through in order to complete the implementation phase and 

get the target solution, the "Personal Organizer Software." 
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3.1 Introduction 

Chapter Three 

Personal Organizer Software 

This chapter includes detailed explanation of the procedure the system developer went 

through to complete the implementation phase of the Personal Organizer Software. It 

covers the interfaces design, the Database design specifications, the construction of 

each progrhm of the system, and the implementation of the system's reports and 

graphs. 

The system Database's design phase includes the Entity Relationship diagrams, the 

tables of the database, and the database dictionary. Then the interfaces design phase, 

includes all the development steps of the interfaces from the first iteration that has 

been developed last semester until the last interface design for the running system. 

Including the layout, icons, and logo design. 

Then the prograimning part in this chapter covers the steps and the codes used to 

function each button, field, form, relation, and other items used in the screen to 

construct the system. 

This chapter is the most important one, because it covers all the infonnation needed to 

build this project. The report will explain in detail the all the different items, codes, 

fonns, etc, and the similar ones will be displayed in the appendixes. 

3.2 System's Design and Construction 

System Design is the second major phase in developing an Information Systems. It 

includes tasks that focus on the specification of a detailed computer-based solution. 

Systems design is also called "Physical Design" since it focuses on the 

implementation method of logical processes. 
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Systems design is a phase that includes several sub-phases that include modelling the 

new system physically, designing interfaces; inputs and outputs. It is the stage that 

completes all the blueprints of the computer-based systems to be programmed and 

developed by the programmer. All decisions about the new system have to be taken 

and specified to be able to build the new solution, which should solve business 

problems. Thus, Systems Design phase is as important as systems analysis phase. 

For this project, Information Engineering approach will be followed. Entity 

relationship diagrams will be drawn and used as a tool for planning, analyzing, and 

designing the new information system. [ 11] 

This section describes the design and construction phase of developing the Personal 

Organizer Software. The design phase of the system can be divided into two parts: the 

design of the system's database schema, and the design and construction of the user 

interface or the forms. 

3.2.1 System's Database Schema 

After gathering and categorize the requirements, and get the user feed back of the 

prototype screens, designing the database schema will be the next stage of the system 

development. A database schema is the p]an for identifying all the required data 

entities and attributes, the organization of the data, where it will be stored, how it will 

be retrieved and what are the relations between the data entities. Designing the 

databases involves two parts: the logical or conceptual design, and the physical 

design. The database schema defines the conceptual part and performs as a blueprint 

for the physical design phase. 

B\\\\\\mg \\-i �\"t\�t\"S 'l>'ct\� 'l>\"t\1\� �'" ,�efi'-'�'� "dM m�\,l\� � �'t-a efi'-'\,e::. 

and attributes and the relations between them in entity relationship diagrams. Then, 

identify all the database tables and the creation of them, based on the ER diagram 

specifications. This scheme:: was followed as a guide to build the physical database in 

SQL+. 
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3.2.1.1 Entity Relationship Diagrams 

Information engmeenng 1s a model-driven and data-centred technique to plan, 

analyze, and design information systems. Information Engineering is represented 

through Entity Relationship Diagrams, models that represent the system's data and 

relationships and are used to illustrate all details required for designing the database 

and depict the relationships between tables, fields, and records. Entity Relationship 

diagrams has three major components: 

• Entities

An entity is an object or concept such as places, persons, things, and events about 

which you want to store information. They represent a collection of things. For 

example, one of our system's entities called: Tasks, this entity might represent a 

collection of all Tasks under a specific Project. Similarly, a student entity might 

represent a collection of all students studying in a college or studying in the same 

maJor. 

An entity may also be a weak entity if it is dependant on another entity to exist. A 

primary key in one entity can be a foreign key in another entity that implies the 

instances of one entity are related to instances of another entity. The foreign key, also 

known as child key, would match the records of the primary key, also known as 

parent key. The creation of the tables below will show more clear examples of 

Primary and Foreign keys. 

• Attributes

It is a descriptive property or characteristic of an entity that identifies what specific 

piece of data needs to be stored about each instance of a given entity. Synonyms 

include element, property, and field. For example, each instance of the Contacts 

entity may include, contact code, city, telephone number, email, address, etc. In this 

case, contact code, will be known as the primary key or identifier that uniquely 

identifies one and only one instance of an entity. 
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• Relationships

It is a natural association that exists between one or more entities and that share 

information in the database structure. The relationship can also be a weak 

relationship. It is used to connect a weak entity with others. Verb phrases describe 

the relationship. For example, 

• Contact(Ahmad) live in City(J eddah)

A weak relationship would be: 

• A City cannot be acknowledged without a Country.

,.- Tool used to Develop ERD 

The tool used to develop Entity Relationship Diagrams (ERD) were, "Visible 

Analyst", and "Visio". Through these tools, many preliminary ER Ds were drawn to 

determine the relationships between different tables (entities) and their (attributes). 

The final ER diagram were drawn in TOAD software, it has a tool called SQL 

Modular. This tool simply drag all the tables that been created from the SQL and 

model them in small windows or dialogues. Each table contain the entity name as a 

title, and all its attributes comes under it. This tool shows the attribute type beside 

each attribute name, and whether it is primary key or foreign key or normal attribute . 

This tool models all the database with the relations and it works as a data dictionary 

too. It smoothed the progress of showing cardinalities between different entities. 

The following below is the last iteration of this system's ER diagram. This show the 

actual table names that used in the construction of the system's database. Detailed 

descriptions for each table with its attributes and relations will be mentioned in the 

Tables part below. For clear presentation of the ER diagram, table by table will be 

presented at a time. And the tables that have relationships between them will be 

shown together. 
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>- The system's ER Diagrams 

Some tables in this system have a relation between each other. These relations 

connect the table's attributes using the primary keys of the master table as a foreign 

key in the detailed table and refer to it. That will allow sharing the data between the 

tables. Although, some tables here don't have any relations with other tables, but 

these tables are independent and might do their whole job separately from the others. 

The ERs are here to point out the main elements that are needed in creating the 

database. 

!AC': CODE_/?K .. -�1..:,lBE."R. I 
.!.C"::-_:,.!..:,!E (\".!.RC:fi.,lJC: i4G , 

.!.C:-_-:T,IE · . .:..RCH.!� t3C' 
?ERSO. ·_:,.!..:,!E ,.�.RCnAR:: {SC:
AC:-_DESC 1.Y . .:..RCli.lJ"� 14.00'. 
CSER_XO {?K. (.�:-.!BER.· 

Figure 3.1: the ER for Daily Activities table. 
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BA ... \.1-:_DESC_.; (\'AR.Cr..�..:,.:�) 
B.�,h_DE-�_E l\" . .!..R.Cr-�-:: 4� 

7'£"PE_COD£ (?K'- (\"AP.CHA..� (1,11 
7Y?E_DE..�_A f\'AltCE..\.:'"":.:. 4C 
':"'':£'?E_DSC_£ (\'AKCF...A.P..: 40) 

:-.. "'?E_COD::. !'?K '\.ARQI..Af..:" :1) 
:'!.?E_Df.SC_A (\'.:..R.CF� (-tO) 
7YPE_OESC_E (,:AR.er ... � (.;c· 

7\7E_C0DE {PK fY.AR.CF�..:'. -�, 
:-:P'E_D!,SC_ ..... fi..ARC".¥ .. AR� {40, 
:-\:IE_DESC_E !YARCH.4.F..:" 1«:. 1 

Figure 3.2: the ER for Banks, Bank Account types, Official Documents, and 

Certificates tables. 
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Figure 3.3: the ER for Payable notes types, Appointment, Receivable notes types 

tables. 
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Figure 3.4: the ER for the Assets Main Group and the Assets Sub Group tables 
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The ER for the Assets Main Group and the Assets Sub Group tables. The two tables 

are joined by their primary keys. The primary key is the 'main_ group _no.' from the 

assets main group table. It is also a primary key in the assets sup group table in order 

to link the two tables, and a foreign key at the same time referenced to the main group 

table. The join details between them shown in the dialogue below the tables. 

(. 

EX?):U!_CODC:(?K (:,1:1!3ER 
EX? _FRQ_:LAG (\'.l.RCli�.R:: t;); 
EX? _ACCO[).-:- (:;\,:.!B�: 
E."i? _SER�W (PK (:C:JBB 
t:1.ER_:;o ().1.1J3ER 

EX?DSE :-.?E COJ:. i?K f:s\.1J3ER 
mm(::.?(Dm '\),?.CHA?..: (3C' i 

' 

...-.. ,-,N-----.... -·-"'"""'

;:\�O:.IE 7Y?E co:>; ?K ... c:-_-:.BER '. 
:,co:,E_:-.?::_n

m ,T.<RcE,.,c2 :3c

I:\'C_!TB!_COJ:. ?K (\"..:,BER 
I,C_:RQ_FLAG (\'.�Cf..!.R:: (l. 
m _Acor:c r.;i.,IB::r. · 

I,C)EE._;;o (PK r.,n!Bli

l'IT.R_XO (:.UBER 

Figure 3.5: The ER for the Budget Planner program's tables. 

This ER shows the relations between them in order to have one complete program that 

works effectively by sharing and storing information from or too many integrated 

tables that construct the program. More detailed description about the table's 

functions in the program and their elements and relations, are mentioned in the Tables 

part after the ER diagrams. The six relations are shown clearly in the next five ER 

diagrams and join views. 
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Countries table and Cities table are two master and important tables, because they are 

used in many other tables. The figure shows the relationship between them. More 

detailed information about the tables and their relation shown in the Tables part next. 

CSER= {?K> 0-,"L")..IBER} 
l:_);"-�fE 0·�..R.CH..� (..:.C}., 

From 

,able: USERS 

Field: USER# 

Schrn: EFT 
-

able: USERS 

r. \Inner join[ 

r Outer Join 

Outer Join On 

r 

l 

USEP.il:= ' R,_NO 

>> 

.... Previous Jo.in NextJoin-+ 

AC":'_CODE (?K} 0,-C:.")..JBER} 

)•.c-:_x_:._ IE 0,·_:...R.CFV,R:'. (+C\) 

AC':_ �,!E (YARCH.:...R.2 (3C) 

?EF..SOX_::.;-.:._"JE (\._-\R.Cli:...R.2 {30;1 

AC':_DESC 0·.-\RCH..\R:' {4-DO)) 

C.SER_XO {?K) ()."Lr,IBER) 

To 

-able: .DAIL Y_ACTIVIT[ES

Field: USER_NO

Schm: EFT

-able: OAJLY_ACTMTIES 

Join -est 

•• Equal= 

r Les.s-han < 

r Greater -han > 

r Less or Equal-<'= 

r· Greater or =.qual >= 

r Different -c 

X Delete Jo.in OK 

Figure 3.11: Daily Activities table 

Daily Activities table has been mentioned at the beginning of the ER diagram part, as 

one of the independent tables that has no relations with other tables. But actually, 

there is a table that has the same relation applied for all the system's tables, or we can 

say that all the system's tables are linked to this table which is the Users table. And 

this link has been done for security and privacy purposes. Here an example of one of 

the tables -Daily Activities table- linked with the user tar'le. And the same relation 

applied for the rest of the tables. 
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The User table has been mentioned before which is linked almost with all the tables in 

the system, in order to identify the privileges that been given to the user for each 

program and to know whether he is allowed to get in certain programs or not. 

Finally the User ID and Password table which gives each user in the system an ID and 

Password, in order to let him be able to log into the system by these IDs and 

Passwords. This program also set some authorizations for each user, but the 

authorizations in this program are different, where it set to the user the privileges of 

Adding, Deleting, Updating and using Reports in all the system's programs. The 

system administrator can set some, all, or none of these privileges depend on the user 

and the aqministrator's opinion. More details about the database specifications are 

mentioned in the Tables part. 

More specifications about each relation between the previous tables are shown more 

clearly in the following ERs. 

r "C"SER.= (?K, c-·c,mER 
1.,"',,ER_:-: • .U-.rE (?K} (YARCHAR:: {30), 
?�\\"P..D n·_:..RCl-L,lR.: (2Ch 
E:,L.;JL ('-".4.RCH.'J'..: {60}, 
DEL_FLAG (\'.'cRCK-'U'� r:) 
RE?OR':'_FLAG (';ARCH'..-Ut:' (l) 
.WD_FL.AG ('V.4.RCE.'J'..: (:,, 
L?DA7E_F'-.\G (1." • .\RCH.'J'..: C)) 

From 

-able USERS 

f,el::t: USER;: 

Schm EFT 

-able· USERS 

r.- Hnner 101nj 

-- Outer 101r 

Omer Join On 

._ Previous Jom t-le:xtJom .. 

USER#=USERU 
CSER= (?KJ 0-,"L"!,lBER 
C_X.-'-.\IE 0'.4.RCHAR:' (4{" 

>> 

To 

Tablfr. USER_PSWRD 

Fteld USER# 

Schm. EFT 

'Table. USER_PSWRD 

Jotn -est 

r;- Equal= 

,,-. Les� nan � 

...--. Greater -han > 

Less. or E,qual <;.= 

.,.. Greater or Cqu-al :=,= 

.- Different <::: 

X Delete Join OK 

Figure 3.19: more details about the relation between the User table and the User ID 

and Password table. 
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Some of these tables are common tables or parameter tables. And the other is master 

tables, where other tables on the same database are dependent on them to get a certain 

data values. 

Each one of the master tables has a unique primary key to identify and differentiate 

them. And the foreign key is linked to a primary key in another table, to establish a 

relation between the two tables. The foreign key for dependent tables should refer to 

the primary keys of master tables. 

Following, detailed description of the design schema for each table. The System 

Commop tables listed first, where other tables will get data from them: 

1. Project Table

This able stores the user's projects. It gives each project a unique number so no 

duplication can happen in the data. The table has two fields one for the project code 

and the other one for the project name. The user is only allowed to enter the project 

name, and the table will give this project a serial no. automatically. The user can not 

enter or modify on the project code, because it is a primary key for this table. 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: 

:::RSF_TE TABLE 

PROJECT NO 

PROJECT NAME 

-v7-2,�::-..r...?:_ (3) NOT NULL, 

-.-_::._?.:�.:-_? . .::: (80), 

CONSTRA:::NT PK PROJECTS 

?R:::MARY KEY ( PROJECT NO ; ) ; 

2. Program Types Table

This table stores the system's program types. The system's programs are divided into 

seven main categories, which are the program types, and they are displayed in the 

Main Menu. This table has two fields: the program type code and the program type. 

The program type code is the table's primary key. 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: 
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CREATE TABLE ::--

TYPE# ·n".?..Cf-F,.?...:::. ( 2) NOT NULL, 

5. Weekly Wo

TYP DESC '"_::,.s.::::;..r_::,_;_2 (3C), This table is o 

CONSTRAINT PK PROGRAM TYPES 

PRIMARY KEY ( TYPE# ) ) ; 

3. Income Types Table

tables. Some t 

So, instead tha 

display it by a 

form the weekl 

with the task 

In this table, the user can store any income type, and it will automatically give the of this table is 

type a serial number, which is the income type code. This income type code is the is the day nam 

table's primary key. The other field is the income type, which is entered by the user. This is the ere 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: 

CREATE TABLE =. ·::: - - :: (

INCOME TYPE CODE rJ�S�? (2 NOT NULL, 

INCOME TYPE DESC -·:.,_:-'.:"':-1_:.,_=':_ (3Cl, 

CONSTR.A:::NT PK INCOME TYPE 

PRIMARY KEY ( INCOME TYPE CODE ' 

E..ATE. ':'AB 

DAY SER 

DAY NAM 

6. Special Oc

4. Expense Types Table

This table sto 

In this table, the user can store any expense type, and it will automatically give the user can ente 

type a serial number, which is the expense type code. This expense type code is the number. This 

table's primary key. The other field is the expense type, which is entered by the user. for the occasi 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: This is the ere 

EXPENSE TYPE CODE 

EXPENSE TYPE DESC 

-:ONS':'R.L.=N':' PK EXPENSE TYPE 

::?C , 

EXPENSE TYPE CODE 
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7. Relationship Types Table 9. Loan T

This table stores all kind of human relationships. As the previous parameter tables, thf This table 

user can enter the relationship name and the table will automatically give it a seriru types. Thi 

number. This serial number is the table's primary key. The data from this table coull The user 

be retrieved or called by more than one master table, like Contact table, Famil) 

Members table, and Special Occasions table. Where those tables will call the primaJ) The other 

key and all the relationship names will be displayed easily in that form. This table ha! This is the 

two fields, one for the relationship code and the other one is for the relationship name 
I 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: CREA� E 

CR.SATE TABLE 

RELATIONS CODE ··_::.,.F�:-I.::.?:'.:.. (:::) NO� NULL, 

RELATIONS DESC 

CONSTRA�NT PK RELATION 

PRIMAR: KE: RELATIONS CODE)); 

TYPE 

TYPE 

CONS': 

PR IMF. 

8. Marital Status Table This par 

language 

This table stores the Marital Status kinds. As the previous parameter tables, the data This is the 

from this table could be retrieved or called by more than one master table, like 

Contact table. and Family Members table. Where those tables will call the primal') FEATE 

key and all the Marital Status kinds will be displayed easily in that form. This table LANGU 

has two fields, one for the Marital Status code and the other one is for the Marital LANGU 

Status description. '01'iST 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: �R:YIF. 

STATUS CODE 

STATUS DESC �C 

PF:MA?� K�� STATUS CODE 
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9. Loan Types Table

This table is much similar to the Expense Types table, where it stores the user's loan 

types. This table's data can be called by other forms like the Budget Planner form. 

The user can store any loan type, and it will automatically give the type a serial 

number, which is the loan type code. This loan type code is the table's primary key. 

The other field is the loan type, which is entered by the user. 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: 

CREATE, TABLE __. 

TYPE CODE 

TYPE DESC 

�ARCHhR: (:) NOT NU�L, 

YL..RCHJ:.?: ( 4 0 ) , 

CONSTRAINT PK HUR LOANS TYPES 

PR=MARY KEY ( TYPE CODE ) ) ; 

10. Languages Table

This parameter table store the Languages names. It has two fields: one for the 

language code which is the primary key and the other is the language name. 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: 

'::?.EA'I'E TABLE :::.., � 

LANGUAGE CODE 

LANGUAGE DESC 

COl\STRA=NT PK LANG 

PR=MARY KEY ( LANGUAGE CODE ) ; 

11. Certificate Types Table

NOT Ne:::.,:::..,, 

This table stores the Certificate types. This table's data can be called by other table or 

form like the Certificates and CVs form. The certificate type code is the table's 

primary key and the serial number. The other field is the certifica te type, which is 

entered by the user. 
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This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: PR:::MARY 

CREATE TABLE ·

TYPE CODE 

TYPE DESC 

14. Job Titles

,:A?:HAR:::' ( '.:2) NOT NULL, 

,'L.:::<.::::HAR.Z (40), This table sto 

CONSTRAINT PK CERTF 

PR�MARY KEY ( TYPE CODE)); 

12. Profession Table

This table stores the Profession types. This table's data can be called by other tableC! 

form like the Certificates and CVs form. The profession type code is the table'i 

primary key and the serial number. The other field is the profession type, which ii 

entered by the user. 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: 

CREATS TAs:=.,2 

PROF CODE 

PROF DESC 

CONSTRA:N� PK PRO 

PROF CODE 

13. Official Documents Table

\ .
, 

This table stores the Official Document types. This table's data can be called by other 

table or form like the Family Official Document form. The official document type 

code is the table's primary key and the serial number. The other field is the official 

document type, which is entered by the user. 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: 

TYPE CODE 

TYPE DESC � 
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PRIMARY KEY ( TYPE CODE)); 

14. Job Titles Table

This table stores the Job Titles. This table's data can be called by other table or form 

like the Contact form. The job title code is the table's primary key and the serial 

number. The other field is the job title name, which is entered by the user. 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: 

CREATE TABLE 

JOB CODE 
_, 

\A?�h�?� (�) NOT NULL, 

JOB DESC -, -_Z...?_C;-{_L._.;_:=_ ( 4 Q ) , 

CONSTRAINT P K  JOB 

PRIMARY KEY ( JOB CODE)); 

15. Countries Table

This table used to store the countries with its international code. It contains the 

following fields: country id, country name, and country international code. This table 

can be used by many other forms or tables like the Contact table and the Cities table. 

The primary key is the country id. 

This is the creation command used to build this table in SQL * plus: 

REATS TASLE 

CNTRY# 

CNTRY NAME 

INT CODE 

PRIMARY KEY 

16. Cities Table

CNTRY:Ji J 

This table used to store the cities name and its international code. To enter a new city 

name, the user has to specify the country where this city belongs to. So, this table has 

two primary keys, one is the city id, and the other one is the country id. The country 
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data to be able to accomplish some tasks. They have forms too, where the user can 

interact with them directly, by entering, updating, or deleting data from them. 

Next are all the master files. Where most of the system functions and tasks are done 

by them. They could be dependent or independent tables, but in both situations there 

still some data that must be taken from the parameter tables to complete its role. 

Following, the detailed description of all the master tables, ordered by their place in 

the system, from the beginning of the system till the end. 

25. Task Manager Table

This table stores the user's Tasks. Each task is under a Project, where the project 

could have more than one task. This table will call the projects from the project 

parameter table. This table gives the user the advantage of entering a new project 

name from the current table, and by a click of a button this new project will 

automatically be stored in the projects main table. After assigning the project and its 

task, the user can enter the task due date and time, the percent completed from this 

task, the person who is assigned to do it, and the priority of this task among the other 

displayed tasks. This table also gives the user the advantage to set an Alann as a 

reminder for the task by entering the alann date and time. Another advantage is to 

attach a file of any kind to the task and easily open it through the Task Manager form. 

The user can enter, edit, or delete any record from this table. He can also add note for 

each task, and order the tasks by the projects name, tasks name, priority, due date, due 

time, and the assignee name. 

The user code is one of this table's attributes, although it is not one of the element that 

is needed in this table, but to implement the security purpose we need to identify the 

user code as one of this table's primary key. This user code is a primary key in the 

Users table. So, it is a foreign key in this table too. 

Also, the project code is a primary key in its main table the Projects table, and in this 

Task Manager table. Which means that the project code is a foreign key in this table 

too. 

The main primary key in this table is the task code, which is the tasks serial number. 

Each task is committed to one project only, where a project can have more than one 

task. 
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3.2.2 User Interface Design and Construction 

Command-line interfaces, pull down menus interface, point-and-click graphical 

interfaces are all examples or ways to design interfaces. But on what bases shouldt 

users evaluate the interface? Should it be evaluated based on its simplicity only?Th 

evaluation should be in terms of: 

Balance: all screen have equal weighted elements on the screen. 

Symmetry: comparing elements sizes and shapes of a screen. 

A�rangement: where each element lies. 

The steps for developing an appropriate user interface are: 

( 1) to determent the users.

(2) to determine how the system will be used by the user.

(3) to determine what the sequence of steps is the user going to fallow to achieve a

task. 

( 4) Determine which of the functions or process require interaction with the system.

(5) select the categories of dialogue (menus, prompts, forms and others).

(6) Detennine the flow of dialogues.

(7) Design the screen.

(8) Try it.

(9) update the changes.

( 10) Think about an unexpected action from the user and add controls to the screen.

The developer must always estimate every click actually before it happens[9]. 

•!• Guidelines for Dialog and User Interface Design 

Dialogs are very important as they are the only source of communication betweentni 

user and the system. As a result the design process must be carefully conducted [9]. 

Consistency: Consistent sequences of actions should be required in similar situatiom 

Provide frequent users shortcuts: Users like to do same function in different ways. 

Provide informative feedback: For every action there should be a reaction. The user 

needs to know what is going on and what to do next. A confirmation of success or an 

error message is important for the user to know his next step. 
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Design dialogs to create conclusion: A feedback of completion a group of actions is 

important to the user so he feels the sense of achievement. 

Provide simple error recovery: These are the controls that are added so that the user 

can't make a serious error. 

Permit easy reversal of actions: A user may conduct a mistake, the user must be able 

to go back on what he did 

•!• Factors Influencing User Interface Design Success 

The factqrs that influence the user interface design success are as follows: 

Versatility: The number of tasks a system can perform 

Quality of Help provided: The end user must always find help when ever he needs it. 

Adaptability: Screen must be sophisticated enough even after user is familiar with 

the controls. 

Learning t ime: The amount of time the user need to learn to use the new system. 

Ease of recall: The easiness of recollection of the function of the system. 

Concentration required:  The amount of information that the user needs to keep in 

mind while using the system. 

Fun: Which does not mean "humor" because usually a developer that develops a fun 

interface or a system is not appreciated by the user. A user that uses the system 50 

times a day will get frustrated with the "funny" prompts the system generates. 

•!• Designing interface 

Why are interfaces so important? Managers and users are usually not very 

comfortable with blunt command lines. They prefer GUI (Graphical User Interface) 

interface because they spend less time remembering the commands. This interface is 

the link between information and the user, this does not mean that the graphical 

interfaces should be funny, users lose their appeal quickly and it does not mean that it 

should be complex because complex interfaces increase training costs. A good system 

user interface can be built using sophisticated development tools yet can look simple 

and e asy to be used. The layouts of a screen should be overall pleasing. The design of 

the interface doesn't have to be modem or artistic but should not give a negative 
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impression. But even the simplest interfaced needs to be well thought about and 

planned. 

Some of the issues to be considered in designing are: 

( 1) Transparency

(2) Orientation

(3) Navigation

(4) Data control capabilities

This software is designed for all kind of users, who are expected to have different 

kind of computer skills. The system developer always keep in mind this variation of 

users and their skills, while developing the system. A lot of changes, clarifications, 

and much hard work was spent during the system development, only to satisfy all 

kind of users. Therefore, the prototype was built early t9 conduct the users feedback, 

which -as we will see next- affected the preliminary design. 

The preliminary interfaces design went through many iterations, until the developer 

get to the final design. The final design was the most acceptable one from the same 

population who test the interfaces from the first iteration to the final one. This 

population included three computer programmer girls, three business men, four 

students (two boys and two girls), and two working and student mothers. A 

continuous interviews have been done with the system owner to get his feedback, and 

conceder them while developing the system, because finally he is the owner who aim 

to put this software up for sale in the market. 

The interfaces prototype have been presented last semester in Phase-1. And now it is 

appropriate to point out the transitions done in Phase-2 during the development of the 

forms in Oracle. The first step in implementing the forms was designing the software 

Logo and the background Layout, which is explained next before the forms building 

step. 

It is one of the main elements in any software. It gives the viewer a short meaning 

about the software's functions. It also gives the software forms a sense of unity. 
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2. The Folder sign : to symbolize that this software organize the user's tasks ana

documents.

3. The Software Name: Grand Pa was required from the system owner.

4. The Dollar Sign : to symbolize that this software organize the user's financial

states and infonnation.

•!• Tool Bar 

After designing the logo, it was appropriate to design the icons that will be used in all 

the f01r111s. The icons should match the logo and background color. The backgrouna 

colours chose to be white, for clear representation of the user information. 

Oracle doesn't provide the flexibility to use colourful or graphic buttons. So, to have 

the sense of the user friendly interface, the system developer decided to create those 

icons for the Tool Bar. To create those icons, we need to create a button and put the 

image we wants for the icon on that button. This image must be in( .ico ) format, or 

else it will not be shown on the button. The in the property palette for this button, we 

need to assign the iconic property to yes, and then attach the path for the image we 

wants to display on the button in the icon file name. Another short comes Oracle has. 

is that if the path of this folder changed, the icons will lose the images. 

In creating the icons, the system developer needed to get a hand from an extra 

software that transforms the images into icons. The software used for this were: 

• Icon editor

• Easy Icon maker

They both helped in creating the icons, but each one has more features than the other. 

For example: the icon editor gives the flexibility to control the icon size, and ii 

provides the final designed icon with many sizes that are known for any icon. Bui 

icon maker, is more user friendly and much easy to use its tools while creating the 

icons. 

The following are the first iteration and the last iteration of the fonn's tool bar. 
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The changes made on the forms while developing them m Oracle Form Builder 

included: 

1. Adding the Logo in all the forms to give the sense of consistency.

2. Adding the software name as the owner requested.

3. Adding the Tool Bar to facilitate the user navigation and control.

4. Changing the colours of the forms for blue to white and green, based on the

users feedback.

5. Changing and adding some field as needed oii most of the forms as will be

shown in the figures.

6. Adding some tables to the system as needed from the database to integrate

some tables information.

7. Changing the forms fonts, frames, and colours for more fresh and exciting

look to the screens.

8. Adding many buttons as needed while developing the forms.

9. Changing the alignments and positions of the data field and the balance of

the form's elements.

10. Implementing the TABS design technique to avoid user multi transfer

between the system forms or windows and to reduce the window-loadini

time. For example, instead of three forms in the Contact form and two

buttons in each one to transfer between them, the Contact form became one

single form with multiple tabs.

Below, example of one program and the flow of the screens that comes under thi1 

program. The firs figure shows the flow of the screens for the "Personal Organizer 

Program" designed in Phase-1 using Visio. The second figure shows the last iteration 

of the flow of the screens for the "Personal Organizer Program" after modification by 

Oracle Form Developer in Phase-2. All the system screens flow charts are displayed 

in Appendix C. Then some examples of the screen transitions to compare between 

the first and the last iteration, and the rest of the screen transitions are shown in 

Appendix D. 
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